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While not exactly ground-breaking or revolutionary, Wanderlust Adventures is still a worthwhile and arguably addictive gaming
experience with plenty to offer.

A 16-bit open world RPG, Wanderlust offers an impressively sized map, randomized areas and random events that offer a good
replay value. You are given the choice between one of four classes to choose from before you embark on an adventure to save
the land from evil and yadda yadda yadda. The story and setting are cliche and have honestly been done to death, but it if ain't
broke, don't fix it. So the story don't matter for crap here.

The gameplay offers a lot more depth than I would have initially thought, instead of thoughtless controls like "swing sword, cast
spell etc" you can block a certain amount of enemy attacks, and if you time the block just right you can counter-attack do dish
out a steaming-hot serving of pain. Just my experience, since I played through as the warrior class.
What really sells me on the gameplay are the skill trees. I found them to be diverse and thought-provoking, encouraging me to
pick and choose which skills and perks best suit my playstyle, and my decisiveness was rewarded since the level cap is 25 and I
didn't have a single wasted skill-point, covering all the bases I felt were necessary but also keeping an interesting challenge curve
as the game progressed.
Another solid point on gameplay are the companions. Almost every enemy you fight in the game you can get as a follower to
help you in your battles. This can be done by finding a "mercenary contract" item that you can turn in at town to buy a new
companion. Companions are unfortunately little more than battlefield distractions, keeping the focus away from you while you
slash away at enemies while they focus your buddy. Also despite what the banner image may suggest, you cannot get a giant
scorpion as a companion (oh god WHY NOT?!?).

Exploring the map gives the player the opportunity to experience randomly generated events, ranging from run-of-the-mill
ambushes where you are assaulted by a wave of the enemies native to that portion of the map or a tougher mini-boss. Or you can
come across more interesting events like puzzles, traps or enchanted loot containers that trigger a stronger wave of enemies.
The enemies in the game are varied and each one having their own range of attacks to be mindful of. There can be standard
RPG enemy archetypes like bandits and skeletons, or you can square-off with Sand Sharks, Snake Women or Giant Scorpions
(WHY WONT YOU LET ME HAVE YOU AS A COMPANION?).

The bad points of the game are very noticeable. Most notably, the uninteresting loot system. Part of what makes a good RPG is
loot, finding and collecting all the best items for your characters to help even the odds a little against your adversaries, in
Wanderlust the items you find while adventuring are 99% useless. Items you can build with blueprints at the town's blacksmith
offer stats miles higher than what you'd normally find, which is a pretty big letdown. Once you build these items, there is
legitimately no point in searching for loot anymore, and in my playthrough I got the best possible loadout in little-under the
halfway mark.

SPOILER ALERT! Read ahead at your own risk

The biggest letdown in my opinion was the final boss.
 The boss battle, to put it simply, sucked. This "Lich" dude was built up to be the baddest dude around, an unstoppable force of
dark magic that could never be destroyed because any human who killed it would become the next Lich. How did the battle play
out? You dodge a few spells, fight off some waves of dungeon enemies and the fight's over. While this in itself is pretty
pathetic, it gets even better. Not only through the final battle but also through the final dungeon you have no choice but to be
accompanied by an essential story NPC who is invulnerable and uses the most overpowered spells, making what could have been
an epic final dungeon crawl leading up to a spearpoint final battle feel more like a hand-held daycare. I legitimately just let this
NPC tank most of the boss minions and he killed them all without any contribution on my part. Severe letdown there. 

So while Wanderlust Adventures isn't absolutely perfect, I still found myself enjoying the overall experience. Given the hours
I've logged for what I payed, yeah, I'd say it was worthwhile. So pick it up if you're looking for some good old fashioned RPG..
really bad server hosting that requires external ip that doesnt tell you what to do with it. 868-HACK is an interesting beast... one
of those rare games that really gets it right when it comes to both creativity and depth. But what's also interesting is that it's easy
to grasp the basic principles.... despite that the game's difficulty is then quite high. However, some of that difficulty will be
entirely your own fault...
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At it's core, this is a turn-based Roguelike where your goal is simple: make it through 8 sectors (each a single screen in size) by
reaching the glowing green box at the end. And more importantly, do so while getting your score as high as possible. There's no
point in hacking anything if there's no gain after all, right?

In your way are exactly four types of enemies, and knowing exactly how each one works, and how to deal with each, is of
utmost importance. Demons, the red ones, are very basic in how they move, just coming straight at you, however, they take 3
hits to kill instead of 2. Viruses, the purple ones, move 2 times for every 1 time that you move. The blue orb things are invisible
unless you are in a direct horizontal\/vertical line with them; however, the spot they initially spawn on will have a blue box thing
around it until they've been destroyed, so you're never surprised by them, the game ALWAYS lets you know they are there
somewhere, and the spot where they started. And finally, the pink angular whatsits can go right through walls; fortunately, you
can strike them while they are in a wall so long as there is not another wall between you and them.

Your attack is a bit different than in many turn-based roguelikes. Instead of adjacent attacks, you strike in a horizontal or
vertical line with infinite range. You do this by simply attempting to move towards any enemy you are in a direct line with (this,
however, also means you CANNOT just walk towards them; you will always fire instead). Every enemy that isnt a Demon takes
2 hits to destroy, and the first hit stuns them for a moment. This mechanic is very basic on paper, but in practice, you really
need to time your movements and your attacks carefully.

But the real thing that makes the game interesting is the hacking, and the programs. In each sector you can acquire 2 "Data
Siphons". Using these basically sucks stuff out of the tile you're on, and the 4 adjacent to you, be they floors or walls. For floor
tiles, you recieve the resources displayed on the tile (credits or energy, or both). For walls, if the wall has a large number on it,
you gain that many points for draining it. If the wall has a program listed on it, you permanently gain that program. However,
EVERY wall also summons more enemies when you hack it; this is displayed as a number also. On score walls it's always equal
to the score value. You need to be very, very careful, and weigh your options; is that anti-virus program worth the danger of the
4 enemies it's going to send at you? Should you grab that Step program, despite that it's position means you cannot get it without
hacking a second wall at the same time? Is that big tempting 7 point wall worth a go, do you have the programs to deal with it?

Using your programs well (and making decisions on which to go for) is the key to victory. The game ends up being like a big
(and cruel) puzzle. Figuring out which programs to use, and in what order, is never easy, and ALL programs are useful in some
way... but they all cost credits, resources, or both. Make a mistake, and you can go down fast; 3 hits and your run is over, though
you heal 1 point of HP every time you enter a new sector. The depth here is huge, and it's what makes the game so good and
addictive. There are numerous programs to unlock, as well. Each new one brings all sorts of strategic possibilities to the game
when you encounter it.

And the way the spawning works means that to some degree, you create your own difficulty. Yes, enemies constantly appear,
but aside from the loading of a new sector, they do this slowly. Other than that... your actions will determine when, and how
many, enemies will spawn, based on which walls you hack. Once you've taken an action, you need to use your programs, basic
attacks, the level structure, and even the enemy's own behaviors against them in order to escape certain doom.

All in all, this is an absolutely fantastic game. Very, very addicting, very very fun, and the nature of it means that as you get
better, you can up the challenge by simply going after bigger and bigger scores each time. And above all else, it has alot of
depth.

I've played this absolutely to death on the iPad, and I'm very glad to see the port of it appear on here (and it's a good port, too). I
definitely can recommend this one.. I LOVED THIS NOVEL!!! the different girls stories all are wonderful I could not help but
cry at the end of each of them (My personal favorite is Ritsuko) The paths and hardship indured, The CG's were wonderful,
voice acting was phenomenal, I noticed a decent amount of typo's, but I can't help but forgive. This was a wonderful read, and I
am already getting ready to go through again. I can't help but go over board here, The Dev's are very good at their jobs, It almost
felt like I was watching an anime then reading a Visual novel. I give Princess Evangile 2 thumbs up, my heat in the air and a 20
out of 10
Hmmmm, and i can't wait for W Happiness, ohhhhhhh hmmmmm as soon as i see its out i am definitely scooping it right up

Salutations :)
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I recommend for everyone. While the game doesn't look as good as Xcom and is maybe not as deep as Xcom the combat is
suprinsingly fun. As every single bullet of an attack has got its seperate chance to hit RNG is mitigate. Your soldiers can take a
few hits and heal relativly quickly. So unlike Xcom there are actual firefights and not the rinse and repeat of kill the whole pod
on activation or suffer..

If you want a more aggressive combat than you can find in Xcom give this game a try.
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Fun game, and a very VERY good workout.. Good, not great. The armors and soundtracks are better than Set A, unfortunately
Soulcalibur 4's ost is still missing.. This is a Really fun game. It starts off very easy, then the RED DRAGON appears and now
you know what your getting yourself into! If you had an ATARI 800 XL or a Commodore 64 this game will bring you back to
the early 80's . This has great replay value. This reminds me of a game from Atari's ANTIC MAGAZINE. If this sounds like
something you dig Don't hesitate this is a winner.. The game needs alot more work but i think it would be pretty good if you
worked on it ALOT more.. You want to bring Plant VS Zombie to the Next Level?
You want to give a ' Usual Tower Defense game' some Kawaii aspect?
You want some VN Style game?

Just play this game Oredi :3. Afraid I can't recommend this. There are too many issues with the game and there are already
many excellent titles in this genre. I immediatley asked for a refund. A major overhaul on the UI and a working tutorial would
make this game at least approachable.
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